
I am creating an interactive piece inspired by the sayings, “don’t let the 
cat out of bag,” and “the cat’s out of the bag.” I will illustrate the char-
acters and the scenes with color pencils and edit them in Photoshop. 
To begin, there will be a famer, Billy, who is standing and holding 
something behind his back. The user will be able to drag his arm out to 
discover that it is a bag he is holding. When the user discovers that Billy 
is holding a bag, Billy will have a concerned look on his face. Any time 
the user clicks on the bag, whatever is inside will squirm.
In the second scene, there will be a bar on the bottom, and the user 
will be directed to start on the very left. As the user drags the mouse 
across the screen on the bar, a progression and transition of time will be 
shown. Within this time, the cats will have clawed their way out of the 
bag, as Billy’s concerned look progresses into fear.
In the final scene, Billy will be on the floor while he is surrounded by 
the cats that have escaped from the bag. Whenever the user clicks on a 
cat, the cat will scratch Billy and wherever the cat scratches, Billy will 
become more bloody. 

STORY TEXT
Frame 1:
Billy has a burlap bag of squirming cats that he has trapped over the 
course of three days.

Frame 2:
Through fierce meowing, growling, and clawing at the bag, these 
starving cats finally tear free.

Frame 3:
Hungry, they attack and scavenge Billy’s body, and all the cats forever 
live their nine lives happily.

INTRO



Billy has a burlap bag of squirming 
cats that he has trapped over the course 
of three days.

Click on his arm

Reveals bag

Bag moves when click on



Through fierce meowing, growl-
ing, and clawing at the bag, these 
starving cats finally tear free.

As user click and drags mouse 
across bar, different illustrations 
revealed



Hungry, they attack and scavenge 
Billy’s body, and all the cats forever 
live their nine lives happily.

Click on cat and cat scratches Billy.
Billy is left with scratch marks


